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Plasma Wakefield 
Acceleration at FACET

Goal:
Double energy of 20 GeV FACET 
electron beam in one meter of Lithium 
plasma (Gradient = 20GV/m).

Requires:
One meter of Lithium plasma.



Beam Field Ionization

In the existing scheme at 
FACET, the intense field of 
the beam ionizes the Lithium 
vapor to create a plasma 
and also drives a wake in 
the plasma.

Beam energy is “wasted” in order to crate the plasma.



Laser Ionization

Solution is to pre-ionize the plasma with an intense 
laser pulse.

Multi-Photon
Ionization

ADK Tunnel
Ionization



Laser Requirements
Ionization physics motivates laser requirements.

High intensities are achieved with chirped 
pulse amplification.



Chirped Pulse Amplification

Do a study of a regenerative amplifier Ti:Saph CPA system. Assume that the initial pulsewidth is 50 
fsec, and that it makes 18 round-trips in the cavity. Choose a grating and optics that makes a 
reasonably-sized stretcher and compressor. Make reasonable estimates for the material dispersion 
encountered (Ti:Sapph crystal, Pockels Cell Crystal, Faraday Isolator…) and be sure to compensate 
(to second order) in the compressor.

Problem Statement:



Pulse Generation



Pulse Generation
A short pulse, mode-locked oscillator provides a 
transform limited Gaussian (assumed) pulse.

Δf = 2ln2/πΔt, Δt = 50 fs 
Δf = 8.8 THz = 8.8 x 10-3 fs-1

Δλ = 18 nm



Stretching



Stretching
Can’t amplify short pulses because that would 
damage components. Need to stretch.

λ  = Central Pulse Wavelength = 800 nm
d  = Grating line spacing = 575 nm
γ  = Incident pulse angle on grating = 44˚
Lg = Grating length = ?



Stretching
Plugging the values into this equation we get:

φ’’/L = 85 x 103 fs2/cm

How long should the grating be? 

50 fs → 50 ps

The final pulse length is the frequency spread times 
the second order dispersion:

Δf φ’’ = 50 ps

Plugging in 8.8 x 10-3 for Δf we find:

φ’’ = 5.686 x 106 fs2 → L = 67.25 cm



Amplification



Amplification
Dispersion/cm for common materials in an 
amplifier.



Amplification
The pulse makes 18 round trips in the amplifier.

2 cm Ti:Saph
φ’’ = 1160 fs2

4 cm KD*P
φ’’ = 1160 fs2

Total φ’’ = 36*(1160 fs2 + 1160 fs2) = 83520 fs2



Compression



Compression
After amplification the pulse has 500 mJ energy!
Need to compress down to 50 fs to get our 10 TW 
ionization pulse.

The formula for dispersion in the compressor is the 
same as for the stretcher but the sign is switched.



Compression
The residual dispersion is:

φ’’stretch + φ’’amp = 5.769 x 106 fs2

This is nearly the same as the pulse length after the 
stretcher. Assuming the same grating material, we can 

determine the relative length of the compressor:

-φ’’comp/φ’’stretch = 1.017

So the length of the compressor is:

1.017*Lcomp = 68.24 cm

At this point, the pulse width due to dispersion is:

Δf φ’’ = 50.77 ps



Finito
This is an excellent paper
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